The Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML) and the Extensible Markup Language (XML) allow authors to better transmit the semantics in their documents by explicitly specifying the relevant structures in a document or class of documents by means of document type de nitions (DTDs). Several authors proposed to regard DTDs as extended context-free grammars expressed in a notation similar to extended Backus{Naur form. In addition, the SGML standard allows to modify the semantics of content models (the right-hand side of productions) by exceptions. Inclusion exceptions allow named elements to appear anywhere within the content of a content model, and exclusion exceptions preclude named elements from appearing in the content of a content model. Since XML does not allow exceptions, the problem of exception removal has received much interest recently. Motivated by this, Kilpel} ainen and Wood proved that exceptions do not increase the expressive power of extended context-free grammars and that for each DTD with exceptions, we can obtain a structurally equivalent extended context-free grammar. Since their argument was based on an exponential simulation, they also conjectured that an exponential blow-up in the size of the grammar is a necessary devil when purging exceptions away. We prove their conjecture under the most realistic assumption that NPcomplete problems do not admit non-uniform polynomial time algorithms. Kilpel} ainen and Wood also asked whether the parsing problem for extended context-free grammars with exceptions admits e cient algorithmic solution. We show the NP-completeness of the very basic problem: given a string w and a context-free grammar G (not even extended) with exclusion exceptions (no addition exceptions needed), decide whether w belongs to the language generated by G. Our results and arguments suggest that extended context-free grammars do not provide a suitable model of SGML, especially when one is interested in understanding issues related to exceptions.
Introduction
The Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML) 7, 8] is an international standard (ISO 8879) for document de nition and interchange. SGML has been proposed to promote 1 the interchangeability and application-independent management of electronic documents by providing a syntactic metalanguage for the de nition of textual markup systems. SGML is widely used in government and industry, and it has received increased attention from academia since HTML evolved to a formal application of SGML. The Extensible Markup Language (XML) 3] is, essentially, a simpli ed and more restrictive version of SGML. The role of XML is to allow SGML documents to be served, received and processed on the Web. XML is the proposed syntactic metalanguage for the speci cation of document grammars for W3 documents but is not yet a fully speci ed standard. A main goal and driving rationale behind the SGML and XML design is to allow authors to better transmit the semantics in their documents by explicitly specifying the relevant structures in a document or class of documents by means of document type de nitions (DTDs). In spite of a warning by Prescod (see the document \Formalizing XML and SGML Instances with Forest Automata Theory", available at 15]), several authors 9, 11, 2, 5, 1] model DTDs as extended contextfree grammars expressed in a notation that is similar to extended Backus{Naur form. In addition, the SGML standard allows to modify the semantics of content models (the righthand side of productions) by exceptions. In SGML there are two kinds of exceptions: inclusion exceptions allow named elements to appear anywhere within the content of a content model, and exclusion exceptions preclude named elements from appearing in the content of a content model. Exceptions provide a powerful shorthand notation for DTD authors, and thus are used in most industry and government standard DTDs. Contrary to SGML DTDs, XML DTDs do not allow exceptions but the question whether to incorporate some exception mechanisms in XML also is still somewhat under debate as a mean to reduce the di culty of translating SGML DTDs into XML DTDs. Indeed, the problem of how to remove exceptions from a given DTD has defeated until now the attempts to obtain a general solution in spite of the strong interest and commitment involved on this front (see e.g. 9, 11, 10, 16] ). Motivated by this, Kilpel} ainen and Wood 1] proved that exceptions do not increase the expressive power of extended context-free grammars and that for each DTD with exceptions, we can obtain a structurally equivalent extended context-free grammar. Since their argument was based on an exponential simulation, they also conjectured that an exponential blow-up in the size of the grammar is a necessary devil when purging exceptions away. We prove their conjecture under the most realistic assumption that NP-complete problems do not admit non-uniform polynomial time algorithms. In 1], Kilpel} ainen and Wood also posed the following question: does an extended context-free grammar with exceptions allow e cient algorithmic solutions of the most common language recognition problems associated with it? We give a strong negative answer to this question by showing the NP-completeness of the very basic problem:
given a string w and a context-free grammar G (not even extended) with exclusion exceptions (no addition exceptions needed), decide whether w belongs to the language generated by G.
Our results and arguments show that, as already pointed out by Prescod (see the document \Formalizing XML and SGML Instances with Forest Automata Theory", available at 15]), extended context-free grammars do not provide a suitable model of SGML, especially when one is interested in understanding issues related to exceptions.
Background and notation
A context-free grammar is a rewriting system in which the left-hand side of each rule must be a single symbol, so that symbols are rewritten \context-freely". More formally, a context-free grammar G = (N; ; P; S) is made of two disjoint nite alphabets N (the set of nonterminal symbols) and (the set of terminal symbols), of a sentence symbol S and of a nite set P of production schemas. Every production schema in P has the form A 7 ! !, where A 2 N and ! 2 V is a string over the alphabet V := N . The string ! is called the content model of and denoted by w( ). As common, capital letters denote nonterminals, lowercase letters denote terminals, Greek letters are for strings, for the empty string, jwj stands for the length of string w and G := P 2P (jw( )j + 1) expresses the length of a reasonable encoding of G.
The language L G generated by G is the set of those strings ! 2 which can be derived from S through a sequence of applications of production schemas in P. The ; is a regular expression and describes the empty language L ; = ;; is a regular expression and describes the void string language L = f g; for each 2 V , is a regular expression and describes the language L = f g; when F and G are regular expressions, then F G is a regular expression and describes
when F and G are regular expressions, then FG is a regular expression and describes
when F is a regular expressions, then F is a regular expression and describes the language L F = L F , where the star denotes the Kleene operator, that is, language L is made of those strings which are concatenations of any number of strings in L; parenthesis are used just for grouping: when F is a regular expressions, then (F ) is a regular expression and describes the language L (F ) = L F .
An extended context-free grammar G = (N; ; P; S) is de ned the same as a context-free grammar except that each production schema 2 P as the form A 7 ! exp, where exp is a regular expression over V . When ! = ! 1 A! 2 2 V , = A 7 ! exp 2 P and 2 L exp , then the string ! 1 ! 2 can be derived from the string !.
Every context-free language (one for which there exists a context-free grammar which generates it) is clearly an extended context-free language. To see the contrary, note rst that we can always assume that ; does not appear in any production (unless L G = ;), and consider to substitute all productions A 7 ! exp 1 exp 2 with productions A 7 ! exp 1 An extended context-free grammar G = (N; ; P; S) with exceptions is similar to an extended context-free grammar except that the production schemas in P have the form Observe that the second condition re ects the idea that exceptions are propagated and cumulated by derivations. Finally, the language L G of an extended context-free grammar G with exceptions consists of the strings in derivable from the sentence symbol with empty inclusions and exclusions.
Even if exceptions seem to be a context-dependent feature in that legal expansions of a nonterminal depend on the context in which the nonterminal appears, Kilpel} ainen and Wood 1] showed however that exceptions do not extend the descriptive power of extended context-free grammars (and hence of context-free grammars) by giving a transformation that produces an extended context-free grammar that is structurally equivalent to an extended context-free grammar with exceptions. The transformation propagates exceptions to production schemas and modi es their associated regular expressions to capture the e ect of exceptions. We refer to their paper 1] for more details but recall that, as they observed, their transformation may increase the number of productions by a factor which is exponential in the number of the exceptions. They conjectured that this exponential blow-up is unavoidable. We show this to be the case, unless the whole of problems in NP can be solved non-uniformly in polynomial-time, contrary to the common belief. They also explicitly posed the practical question whether the recognition problem for a generic extended context-free grammar with exceptions is e ciently solvable by other means, like parsing on the y. (Indeed, existing SGML parsers like the Amsterdam SGML parser 13] handle exceptions in an interpretive manner. The names of excluded elements are kept in a stack, which is consulted whenever the parser encounters a new element.)
We show that a quite restricted form (context-free grammars with only exclusion exceptions in input) of this parsing problem is already NP-complete.
Two negative results
Let B be a boolean formula in conjunctive normal form. Let X = fx 1 ; : : : ; x n g be the set of variables and C = fc 1 ; : : : ; c m g be the set of clauses in B. The following problem is perhaps the most famous among the NP-complete 6] ones. Given an instance B of 3SAT, consider the context-free grammar G n with exclusion exceptions, over alphabet = fx 1 ; : : : ; x n ; x 1 ; : : : ; x n ; _; (; );^g and with nonterminal symbols B; L; X 1 ; : : : ; X n ; X 1 ; : : : ; X n . To specify G n , we take B as the sentence symbol of G n , provide the production B 7 ! and, for i = 1; : : : ; n, give a bunch of \clause-generating" productions
and a bunch of \literal-generating" productions
Note that G n depends solely on n, the number of boolean variables occurring in B.
Theorem 3.2 Given a context-free grammar G with exclusion exceptions and a string w, deciding whether w 2 L G in NP-complete.
Proof: Clearly, the problem is in NP, since one can always guess a derivation, and derivations of w have length at most linear in jwj. Let We say that a language L can be solved non-uniformly in polynomial-time when there exist a polynomial p(:), and a family fA n jn 2 INg of algorithms such that for every n 2 IN. A n recognizes the language of the strings in L of length n in time at most p(n);
the length of the description of A n is at most p(n).
A common belief, quite close to the P6 = NP one, is that NP-complete problems can not be solved non-uniformly in polynomial-time. In this section, we indicate what in our opinion are the two main reasons of discrepancy between SGML and its extended context-free grammar with exceptions model. In the attempt to encode G n into SGML, one quickly realizes the following di erences to be signi cant. whenever a production is applied, SGML gives trace of this event dropping a tag; when exceptions are kept under consideration, in SGML, for any non-terminal A there is a single production with A on the left-hand side.
Of these elements of distinction, the rst concerns both XML and SGML and had already been indicated by Prescod in the document \Formalizing XML and SGML Instances with Forest Automata Theory", available at 15]. The second concerns only SGML since XML does not allow exceptions and hence a single rule A 7 ! w 1 jw 2 can always express the rules A 7 ! w 1 and A 7 ! w 2 .
Final Remarks
The role of XML is to allow documents to be served, received and processed on the Web. Even though it is now clear that context-free grammars with exceptions are not a suitable model for SGML, the ideas in the proof of Theorem 3.2 can possibly help understanding which aspects or ingredients of the exception mechanism should de nitely not be included, for e ciency reasons, into the XML standard. (Or, at least, we do not know of other formal steps or partial results on this front). Indeed, the use of exceptions begins to appear controversial even for authors, in that, although exceptions are useful and even handy at rst, they add signi cantly to the complexity of authoring DTDs as their size and complexity grows. In 9], it is shown that the complexity of some DTDs is approaching (or has exceeded) manageable limits given existing tools for designing and understanding them. It is commonly believed that only partial solutions (see 9, 10, 11] ) to this problem can be attempted. These problems in turn imply high costs for DTD design and corresponding problems with quality.
Some links pointing to relevant material about SGML exceptions can be found in the Web 16] . Forest-Regular Languages are the (partial) model proposed by Murata Makoto and Paul Prescod to describe SGML. Their publications on this topic are collected by Robin Cover in a web page 15].
